UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C.20555-0001

‘

***** ’May 28, 2007
Mr. David Lochbaum, Director
Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
1707 H Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20006-3919
Dear Mr. Lochbaum:
On behalf of the U.S.Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), I am responding to your letter
dated November 28, 2006, in which the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) raised concerns
regarding the availability of sensitive NRC documents in microfiche collections in former local
public document rooms (LDPRs). I am also informing you of the results of the NRC Office of
Inspector General’s (OIG) investigation of UCS’s concerns and the Commission’s position on
this issue.
The OIG’s report, as enclosed, documents the OIG’s investigation into concerns raised by UCS.
The OIG recommended that the staff be directed to review documents now classified as
Sensitive Unclassified Non-Safeguards Information (SUNSI) but that have been available to the
public and are in LPDRs, assess their current sensitivity, and establish a formal policy for
handling the documents either as SUNSI or publically available. The NRC believes that the
anticipated effectiveness, cost, and benefits of efforts to identify and retrieve what is believed to
be a small amount of information from some of the potential sources does not support attempts
to retrieve or redact this information. Thus, the Commission has decided to maintain the status
quo with respect to NRC documents in former LPDRs.
The Commission’s determination was and continues to be based in part on the fact that the
level of sensitivity of the documents at issue is below that of Classified or Safeguards
Information and on the belief that the information is of marginal value to potential adversaries.
Further, the age of the information in former LPDRs, the post-September 1Isecurity
enhancements implemented at NRC-licensed facilities, and the NRC regulations currently in
place lend further support to the determination to maintain the status quo.

Lastly, I would like to respond to your final comment regarding the inconsistency that the public
is able to obtain certain documents from the former LPDRs across the nation, while the same
documents are unavailable from the NRC’s Public Document Room (PDR) located here at NRC
headquarters. I note that the documents in the PDR are readily accessible and that consistent
information control processes have been applied, as opposed to those documents which are in
the former LPDRs, which are no longer under NRC’s purview. Further, the NRC continues to
review current and relevant documents to ensure an appropriate balance between the agency’s
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strategic goal of openness and the protection of sensitive information to ensure the common
defense and security of our nation, so differences between former LPDRs and the PDR will
undoubtedly exist.
SincereIy ,

Enclosure:
As stated

January 31, 2007
OFFICE OF SHE
lNSPECTOR GENERAL

FROM:

inspector General
SECURITY OF SENSITIVE NRC MATERIAL LOCATED AT
FORMER LOCAL PUBLIC DOCUMENT ROOM LIBRARIES

SUBJECT:

The Office of the Inspector General (OiG}, Nuclear Regulatory Commission fNRC), conducted
an investigation into concerns regarding the availability of sensitive NRC documents contained
in microfiche files in public libraries across the nation. This issue was raised by the Union of
Concerned Scientists { U c s ) subsequent to its purchase of a miCrofiChe collection of NRC
documents, which included a number of sensitive documents, from a community college in
Greenfield, Massachusetts. UCS questioned why sensitive NRC documents which had been
removed from NRCs public database following September 11,2001,were stili available to the
public via the microfiche collections.

Background
In April 1971, NRC implemented its Local Public Document Room (LPDR) program which
established document collections in libraries that were primarily located near commercial
nuclear power plants. Most of the collections contained documents related to specific nuclear
reactors; however, there were a fmv collections associated with other types of NRC licensees.
The LPDR collections contained hard copy documents pertaining only to the local site. In July
1990, NRC replaced hard copy documents with a microfiche collection of publicty available
NRC documents issued since January 1981 pertaining to all MRC licensees. This collection
was updated routinely. Currently, the microfiche collections contain approximately 2 million
records related to NRC regulatory activities naiionwide that were issued io the public by NRC
from approximately January 1981 to October 1999.

In October 1999,NRC stopped funding the LPDR program and no records were a&d to the
rnicrofichecollections after October 31, 1999. NRC informed the LPDR libraries located
throughout the country that the agency was relinquishing ownership of the microfiche
collections and that libraries could either keep their collections or return them to thF'
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Government. While the majority of the LPDR libraries chose to maintain their microfiche
collections, several elected io transfer their collections to Government Printing Office {GPO)
Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP)' libraries to ensure permanent public a c e s to
this information.

Additionally, in November 1999, NRC transitioned to a new electronic recordkeeping system,
the Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) ADAMS is used by
NRG to crganize, process, and manage agency documents and to dissminate publicly
available documents by placing full-text documents on the NRC public sewer. The public
portions of ADAMS is named the Publicly Available Records System (PARS).

NRC Removes Sensitive Documents from Public Access

Subsequent to September I1
, 2001 the Department of Defense (DOD)
contacted NRC anta
advised the agency to consider shutting down its Web site because it contained sensitive
information pertaining to nuclear power plants and other NRC licensed facilities that could be
useful to terrorists. On October 10, 2001, NRC shut down its Web site and began reviewing
information available to the public via its Web site and ADAMS. Because of the emergency
situation created by the September 11 attacks, agency decisions pertaining to the NRC
response to the emergency were made for approximatety 6 months by an executive team
composed of high-level agency NRC officials under the direction of the NRC Chairman.
Acting on the advice of DOD, the NRC reviewed sensitive documents that were publicly
available in ADAMS. As a result, between September 2001 and January 2002 the agency
removed from PARS approximately 1,200 documents generated after 1999 that were
considered, from a post-September 1 1th perspective, to pose a security threat.
Following NRC's October 2001 shutdown of its Web site, NRC received a number of inquiries
from HRC licensees and former LPDR librarians seeking guidance concerning the handling ~f
sensitive documents in the LPDRs. The NRC Chairman asked t6he NRC staff to develop a plan
for removing sensitive material from the LPDR microfiche collections. In a December 14,
2001, letter to the GPO Superintendent of Documents, the MRC Chief information Officer
asked GPO to destroy or restrict from public access a number of microfiche documents in fhe
LPDRs because they contained sensitive information. Contained in the letter ihat the NRC
provided to the GPO was a list of documents io be protected. The ~ O G U ~ I Wthe~ LP
W DRs
~
that the NRC wanted protected were generated prior to November 1999 and contained plantspecific information pertaining to the nation's approximately 100 nuclear power plants.
Documents considered sensitive included
NUREGS,² (2) Emergency Plans (3) Prelimiimry
Safety Ansbj~isReports, (4j Final S ~ E $ Analysis
J
Reports, (5)Updated Safety ,?nafpis

‘FDLP libraries have been designated as Federal depositories to collect organize. maintain, preserve, 2nd assist users with
information [hat has been disseminated by the Federal Government Federal depository collections contain Information on legal and
regulatory matters and numerous other subjects. FDLP is administered by the Government Printing Office.
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